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Abstract

This paper introduces Team Alibabas sys-
tems participating IJCNLP 2017 shared
task No. 2 Dimensional Sentiment Anal-
ysis for Chinese Phrases (DSAP). The
systems mainly utilize a multi-layer neu-
ral networks, with multiple features input
such as word embedding, part-of-speech-
tagging (POST), word clustering, prefix
type, character embedding, cross senti-
ment input, and AdaBoost method for
model training. For word level task our
best run achieved MAE 0.545 (ranked
2nd), PCC 0.892 (ranked 2nd) in va-
lence prediction and MAE 0.857 (ranked
1st), PCC 0.678 (ranked 2nd) in arousal
prediction. For average performance of
word and phrase task we achieved MAE
0.5355 (ranked 3rd), PCC 0.8965 (ranked
3rd) in valence prediction and MAE 0.661
(ranked 3rd), PCC 0.766 (ranked 2nd) in
arousal prediction. In the final our submit-
ted system achieved 2nd in mean rank.

1 Introduction

The task is to predict the affective states of a
given (traditional) Chinese word in a continu-
ous numerical value (score from 1 to 9) in the
two-dimensional valence-arousal (V-A) space (Yu
et al., 2016), indicating the degree from most neg-
ative to most positive for valence, and from most
calm to most excited for arousal, which is the same
as 2016s task. And in addition, predict the affec-
tive states of a given (traditional) Chinese phrase
in the same V-A space. A human-tagged training
data set containing 2802 words and 2250 phrases

is used as the training set, another set of 750 words
and 750 phrases is used as testing set. The re-
sult is measured by Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
and Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) respec-
tively.

This paper aims to present an introduction to
Team Alibabas systems: data resources, feature
engineering, model construction, and evaluation.

2 Chinese Corpus for Model Training

We have used the following text corpus with grate-
fulness for the openness of knowledge sharing.

1. Chinese Wikipedia dump with time
stamp of 2017-07-20. There are over
1.3 million articles. Download link is at
https://dumps.wikimedia.org/
zhwiki/20170720/

2. Several forums dump (hot, boy-girl, movie,
etc) from Taiwan online discussion board
https://www.ptt.cc/bbs. There are
around 70,000 articles. In addition to the
main body, there are also 10 to 20 user com-
ments in each article.

3. Liberty News Times articles from 2016-01-
01 to 2017-08-15. We have used several sub-
boards include Focus, Politics, Society, Lo-
cal, Movie and Sports. There are around
100,000 articles.

All corpus is normalized to simplified Chi-
nese characters before input into word embedding
training. And after some evaluation only the first
two sets of corpus are used to train the final model
for V-A prediction.
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3 Word Embedding

Although in the final model there are multiple fea-
tures input, it is worthwhile describing word em-
bedding in more details, because first, it has been
a widely used representation of Chinese sentiment
and semantic aspects recently, and second, it is
also the input for other feature engineering. In
our work, we have tried the following methods for
word embedding in word V-A modeling.

• word2vec

We have used open source python toolkit
Gensim (Khosrovian et al., 2008) package.
Skip-gram (Mikolov et al., 2013) methods are
explored.

These CWE models are trained with win-
dow size of 5, 15 iterations, 5 negative exam-
ples, minimum word count of 10, Skip-Gram
(Mikolov et al., 2013) with starting learning
rate of 0.025 , the output word vectors are of
300 dimensions.

• GloVe

GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) is an un-
supervised learning algorithm for obtaining
vector representations for words.

The GloVe model is trained with window size
of 8, minimum word count of 5 and maxi-
mum iteration of 20, the output word vectors
are of 300 dimensions.

• Character-enhanced word embedding (CWE)

Character-enhanced word embedding (Chen
et al., 2015) (CWE) leverage composing
characters to model the semantic meaning of
word which shows effectiveness.

The model setting is same as that of
word2vec.

• cw2vec

Cw2vec (Cao et al., 2017) proposes a stroke
n-gram method for better handling of Chi-
nese characters than Roman alphabets. An
analogy to FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2016)
that use sub-word information to enrich word
embedding can help understand the method:
in Chinese characters stroke n-gram is used
as sub-word.

The model setting is same as that of
word2vec.

Different word embedding schemes are evalu-
ated for both word and phrase level.

For phrase V-A modeling, word segmentation
and average pooling are performed, and then
word2vec is used to output word embedding.

4 Feature Engineering

In this section other more complex features are in
addition to word embedding will be introduced.

For word level modeling

• CE: Average pooling of character embedding
with 300 dimensions. The character embed-
ding is trained with cw2vec as in section 3.

• CLU: Cluster feature of word. We use K-
means to obtain 300 clusters with the word
embedding trained with cw2vec as in section
3 and then represent the word cluster by one
hot vector of 300 dimensions.

• POS: Part-of-speech-tagging (POST) of
words containing verb, adverb, adjective,
noun.

• VA: Words valence value used in arousal
model training, and vice versa. The feature is
represented by a one-dimension vector nor-
malized to 1.

• POL: The polarity of word in NTUSD sen-
timent lexicon dictionary. The polarity of
word is either positive of negative. The
NTUSD sentiment dictionary is available
at http://academiasinicanlplab.
github.io/

For phrase level modeling

• TYPE: The prefix word of each phrase con-
tains degree word (DEG),negative (NEG)
word and modal word (MOD). As a result
the prefix type is categorized into DEG /
DEG-NEG /NEG-DEG / MOD-DEG / NEG
/ MOD-NEG / MOD. For example the type
of ”DEG-NEG” means the phase has a prefix
with a degree word followed by a negative
word. There are 7 prefix types, so this feature
is represented by one hot vector of 7 dimen-
sions.

• TAG: Word type feature. There are 4 types
of words in the phrase - degree word (DEG),
negative word (NEG), modal word (MOD),
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sentiment word (SEN), so each word type can
be represented by a one hot vector of 4 di-
mensions. Finally the TAG feature is repre-
sented by a concatenation of word type vec-
tor.

• CE: Same as word level

5 Model Construction

Inspired by (Du and Zhang, 2016) in submitted
system, boosted neural network is used. Adaptive-
Boosting (AdaBoosting) (Freund et al., 1996;
Drucker, 1997) is used as boosting algorithm and
there are 30 base regression models as most.

Neural network is used as base regression
model with relu (Glorot et al., 2011) as activa-
tion function and Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014)
as its training algorithm and a constant learning
rate of 0.001. For word V-A modeling the neu-
ral network is with 5 hidden layers and each layer
is with 100/100/50/50/20 neurons. For phrase V-
A modeling a one-layer neutral of 100 neurons in
size network is used.

6 Evaluation

Evaluation is conducted locally by mean value of
5 rounds of 10 folds cross validation on training
data, each round has constant and unique random
seed.

6.1 Word level task

For word level we evaluate the performance of dif-
ferent word embedding methods and then we fix
the word embedding type and evaluate different
features.All manual features are converted to one
hot vector or dense vector as a part of the input
layer of neural network in addition to embedding
features.

Word embedding comparison
Different embedding methods in section 3 are

evaluated with boosted neural network, and we
only report skip-gram schema in word2vec, CWE
and cw2vec.

In Table 1, cw2vec outperforms all and CWE
is slightly better than word2vec. Maybe we don’t
obtain the best hyper parameter so that GloVe gets
worst performance.

Feature comparison
Different features in section 4 are evaluated in

this part. WE denotes word embedding feature and
other symbol are as listed in section 4.

Embeddings Valence Arousal
MAE PCC MAE PCC

GloVe 0.605 0.809 1.241 0.618
word2vec 0.531 0.896 0.739 0.718
CWE 0.527 0.899 0.731 0.728
cw2vec 0.493 0.911 0.722 0.733

Table 1: Embedding comparison for word level

Features Valence Arousal
MAE PCC MAE PCC

WE 0.493 0.911 0.722 0.733
WE+POS 0.491 0.913 0.723 0.734
WE+CE 0.460 0.924 0.683 0.768
WE+VA 0.495 0.908 0.723 0.726
WE+CE+POS 0.460 0.924 0.682 0.770
WE+CE+POL 0.437 0.932 0.677 0.773
WE+CE+POS+POL 0.435 0.933 0.675 0.773
WE+CE+POS+POL+CLU 0.413 0.938 0.567 0.840

Table 2: Feature comparison for word level

In Table 2, we can see CE (character embedding
feature) and CLU(cluster feature) improve perfor-
mance significantly. SEN (polarity feature) ben-
efits valence prediction over arousal prediction,
while POS feature and VA feature improve model
performance slightly.

6.2 Phrase level task

For phrase level we also evaluate different pooling
approaches besides the comparisons in word level
task.

Embedding comparison
For phrase level experiment, phrase are seg-

mented into words and use average pooling of
word embedding to denote the phrase.

In Table 3 different from word level experi-
ment word2vec achieves the best performance and
GloVe under-performs other methods. Cw2vec is
slightly better than CWE.

Embedding pooling comparison
As word2vec is fixed we evaluate the maximum

pooling and average pooling. Table 4 shows av-
erage pooling is obviously better than maximum
pooling as expected.

Features comparison
Now we have fixed the the embedding method

Embeddings Valence Arousal
MAE PCC MAE PCC

GloVe 0.551 0.866 0.879 0.612
word2vec 0.462 0.937 0.434 0.883
CWE 0.479 0.929 0.439 0.88
cw2vec 0.475 0.934 0.438 0.881

Table 3: Embedding comparison for phrase level
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Pooling Valence Arousal
MAE PCC MAE PCC

average pooling 0.462 0.937 0.434 0.883
max pooling 0.590 0.897 0.610 0.851

Table 4: Pooling comparison for phrase level

Embeddings Valence Arousal
MAE PCC MAE PCC

AWE 0.462 0.938 0.434 0.883
AWE+CE 0.463 0.937 0.434 0.884
AWE+POL 0.434 0.945 0.436 0.884
AWE+TAG 0.427 0.945 0.398 0.901
AWE+TYPE 0.416 0.948 0.396 0.903
AWE+TAG+POL 0.393 0.953 0.398 0.901
AWE+TYPE+POL 0.192 0.988 0.224 0.967

Table 5: Feature comparison for phrase level

to word2vec and average pooling is used. In this
part AWE denotes average pooling of word em-
beddings, CE denotes average pooling of charac-
ter embeddings. POL is a concatenation of one
hot vector in words of phrase segmentation and
padding 0 upto the longest length, so is TAG.
Other features are described in section 4.

Table 5 presents the result that CE (character
embedding feature) doesn’t achieves positive re-
sult while TAG and TYPE and POL achieve ex-
tremely good performance. From the experiment
we figure out the prefix type and polarity feature
contains rich information for this task.

In the final submission for word level task, we
use all features above. Run2 is an average boosted
neural network applied with word embedding fea-
tures on cw2vec and CWE while Run1 is gener-
ated on cw2vec alone. For phrase level task AWE,
TYPE and POL are the best features used in Run1
and Run2. Run1 and Run2 use the same features
and method with different random initial parame-
ters for boosted neural network.

7 Conclusion

This system paper demonstrates Alibabas system
for Dimensional Sentiment Analysis of Chinese
Words and Phrases. We use boosted neural net-
work as model for both word and phrase task. For
word task cw2vec word embedding, average char-
acter embedding, cluster feature and polarity are
identified as the best features. For phrase task
word2vec word embedding, prefix type and polar-
ity are identified as the best features. In the fi-
nal test set we achieved MAE 0.545, PCC 0.892
in word valence estimation and MAE 0.857, PCC
0.678 in word arousal estimation and achieved

MAE 0.526, PCC 0.901 in phrase valence estima-
tion and MAE 0.465, PCC 0.854 in phrase arousal
estimation. For average performance of word
and phrase task we achieved MAE 0.5355(3rd),
PCC 0.8965(3rd) in valence prediction and MAE
0.661(3rd), PCC 0.766(2nd) in arousal prediction.
Our final submitted system achieved 2nd place in
mean rank.
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